


7 IN 1 GROOMING KIT

PRODUCT ID: GTR8128N

The Geepas 7-in-1 Multi Grooming Kit provides you with a simple and effortless solution to your daily 

trimming, cutting and styling needs. It is specifically designed to catch every hair and give excellent trimming 

results.

Ideal for complete grooming, for beards, stubble, necklines and sideburns the rechargeable trimmer gives you the 

freedom of cordless trimming, with soft-touch elements and an ergonomic shape so you can easily trim and 

detail. The sharp blades ensure a precise and effective trim, while rounded tips and combs are gentle on your 

skin preventing irritation.

The package comes with 7 accessories, everything you need to get started on the grooming. It 

includes; a Precision trimmer, Ear/Nose trimmer, Micro Head Shaver, Full Size Trimmer, 3 

Cutting Guide Coms, Along with Cleaning Brush, Oil, USB Adaptor and USB Cable.

Product Features

• Quick Charge, Longer Battery Life                
•Multi-Functional Hair Clipper / Beard Trimmer

•Trim, Edge & Shave



11 IN 1 GROOMING KIT

•Comes in two colours

PRODUCT ID: GTR8724

Features

•Washable trimmer

•Low-friction heat

•Quick charge and 1 hour working time

Groom all your facial hair with our all in one Rechargeable Multi Grooming Kit!

Whether you’re going for a short stubble, medium length, or long beard this grooming kit comes with 

everything needed to achieve the look you want.

The stainless steel blades are bent at an angle of 45° that cut painlessly and with pure precision every 

time.

Also included in the set is a nose hair trimmer that can be used for the ears too, hair clipper, micro 

head shaver, beard trimmer, cleaning brush, BS adaptor, and 4 different sized combs for the 

clippers.



STUBBLE TRIMMER

Features

•100% rechargeable battery
•High-quality stainless steel blades that cut with pure precision

•Portable, compact and easy to use

•20 level adjustable razor clip

•Cleaning brush and oil included

Control your facial hair with precision using our Geepas Electric Beard Trimmer. The comb 

easily trims the beard, sideburns or moustache by locking the hair and trimming at the end giving 

a fine cut.

The trimmer has a sharply acute 45° angle of blade alloy with high precision ensuring maximum 

durability and excellent results. A single razor clip with 20 adjustable settings allows you to cut 

your hair how you want without having to switch between clips every time!

The trimmer uses a nickel metal hydride battery of 600mAh, once charged fully, it has a working 

time of 30 to 35 minutes.

This device comes with a few accessories including a cleaning brush and oil. It is compact, 

very easy and lightweight. It gives segmented cut and greatly enhances sharpness.



ELECTRIC HAIR CLIPPER

•Rechargeable & up to 45 minutes working time

PRODUCT ID: GTR8724

Product Features:

•Ergonomic Design

•High precision blade alloy

•Trim, create sharp lines & shave

This Rechargeable Hair Clipper/Trimmer provides you with a simple and effortless solution 

to your daily trimming needs. It is specifically designed to catch every hair and give 

excellent trimming results. It is made of sturdy and durable material and is suited for long-

term usage.

This device comes with a number accessories including; 2 Haircut limit comb with length 3, 

6 mm and 9, 12 mm cleaning brush and oil. It is compact, lightweight and very easy to use.



STAY COOL TRAVEL CLIPPER

•Comfort grip

PRODUCT ID: GTR34C

Product Features:

•Rechargeable

•Up to 40 minutes working time

•Powerful yet quiet operation

Looking your best has never been easier, the 3W Rechargeable Electric Hair Clipper from Geepas 

allows you to trim, shave and create clean lines and edges, on any length of hair with one shaver.

Its ergonomic design and sharp steel blades make shaving easier and more comfortable, the tip of 

the trimmer is rounded to ensure smooth skin contact reducing any cuts or tugging.

Don’t want to shave your hair off? This trimmer is perfect for a more chiselled look too, create 

sharp lines with the power drive cutting system that cuts through even the thickest hair.



RECHARGEABLE TRIMMER

Product Features:

•High Precision blade

•Long Lasting rechargeable battery

•On/Off switch & charge indicator

•Multifunctional 

PRODUCT ID: GTR8712

The Geepas 2 in 1 Beard Trimmer can trim, shave and create clean lines on any length of hair. It is 

specifically designed to catch every hair and give excellent results.

Easily trim your stubble or beard with our lift & trim system. Using either the 6mm or 9mm comb to 

create an even level, the comb lifts flattened hairs and guides them to an optimum cutting position for 

smooth, effortless trimming.
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